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   1 MLC 2006 
SA 2.2.2 

Seafarers not given a monthly account of the payments due and the amounts paid, including wages, additional payments 
and the rate of exchange used where payment has been made in a currency or at a rate different from the one agreed 
to. Calculations and accounts to be made for the last months since seafarers joined vessel. 

   2 MLC 2006 R. 2.2 Found paid salaries much less than required ILO minimum standard. For example AB/Oiler earning all in 8448.49TL what 
are 577.48US$ILO minimum is 1126 US$ for ABs. All salaries to be checked and differences to be paid. 

   3 ISM Code-SOLAS99   
IX R.3 

Safety management audit by the Administration is required before departure of the ship. Deficiencies marked ISM are 
objective evidence of a serious failure, or lack of effectiveness, of implementation of the ISM Code. 

   4 SOLAS ch. V R.20 Voyage data recorder out of order. Same deficiency as on last PSC inspection 

   5 ICLL  A,Article 15 Found two windows on bridge not marked as tempered gals or safety glas, therefore not clear, whether this glas is 
approved safety glas. 

   6 SOLAS ch. III R..13 Rescue boat crane not operative in emergency mode because of empty accumulatorWhen filled up only possible to 
move appr. 90 degrees, but crane must be able to pick up life raftwhat needs turning of 270 degreesBoth limit switches 
of crane inoperative 

   7 ICLL  A,Article 15 Found on several sounding pipes on decks closing devices rustedstuckednot properly closing. 

   8 MLC 2006 R. 4.3 Several lights on deck not working (including flood lights) partly damaged cases. 

   9 MARPOL An. I R.15 Smaller oil leakages on winches on fwd and aft mooring stationOil leakages on hydraulic cylinders for hatch covers. 

  10 MLC 2006 R. 4.3 Found hydraulic pipes on deck leakingnot properly fixed, hoses partly damaged. Operation stations for hatch cover 
opening leaking. 

  11 ICLL  A,Article 15 Found several manhole covers not properly fixed due to missing boltsmissing wingnuts (For example anchor chain locker) 

  12 SOLAS ch. II-2 R.9 Found several fire doors not properly closing or kept open by obstruction (For example galleyemergency exit ER main 
deck to staircase down...) 

  13 ICLL  A,Article 15 Found nearly all entrances through hatches from open deck to inside stucked in open positionso not can be watertight 
locked again. (For example "AccDeck escape" in front of Accommodation) 

  14 MLC 2006 R. 3.2.1 Vessel found out of vegetables and fruits. Last port only two days before but no fresh provision bought. 

  15 MLC 2006 SA 3.1 Found sanitary facilities in dirty and outworn condition. Toilet seats missing. Shower curtains missing, tile broken 
ourtworn tiles.... 

  16 SOLAS ch. V R.27 Vessel do have officially only paper chartsThese charts were found updated the last weeks, but the time before several 
updates missing 
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MLC/R 4.3 

-Floor inside accommodation on main deck uneven   
-Drying machine for clothes broken, to be replaced 
-Flap on air condition room can not get properly opened so there is always underpressure on air condition room 
-Unsafe electric installations in main mast and ER               
-Several broken tiles in galley                                                                   

  18 MLC 2006 R. 3.2b Found vegetable store in dirtyoutworn condition. Cooling unit dirty. Drainage pipe not as required. 

  19 SOLAS ch. II-1 R.12 Collision valve on bulkhead found stucked in open position and inoperative. 

  20 SOLAS ch. II-2 R.4 Found on several ventheads for tanks on deck grids missing 

  21 SOLAS ch I R.11 Hydraulik pump system for hatch covers: One of two pumps completely missing. 

  22 SOLAS ch.II-2 R4.2 At several sounding pipes in ER are the closing devices not closing and coming off. 

  23 MARPOL An. IV R.9 Found the sewage treatment plant switched offThe plant has to be cleaned and restarted. 

  24 SOLAS ch. II-1 R.26 Found several insulation at the main engine front part wetted with oil At several places the isulations missing or damaged. 

  25 MLC 2006 Std 3.1 At the air condition for ER the back plate is missing and the inside is corroded. 

  26 SOLAS ch. II-1 R.48 The alarm printer is not working. 

  27 MLC 2006 Std A 4 The area of steering gear and the mooring winch aggR.ate has to be cleaned. At the mooring winch is an oil leakage. 

  28 MARPOL/ R.18 The bunker delivery not of the 29.01.2022 is missing 

 


